MOUNTABLE SLOT COOLER
MODEL CODE
CF-100
FEATURES
• Mounts as a slot bracket
• Cools Entire case system
• Receives power via 4 pin pass-through connector

BAY MOUNT SYSTEM COOLER
MODEL CODE
CF-300
FEATURES
• Mounts in a 5.25” bay
• Cools entire system
• Receives power via 4 pin pass-through connector

ULTIMATE HARD DRIVE COOLER
MODEL CODE
CF-200
FEATURES
• Large heatsink to disperse heat from hard drive
• Fits any 3.5” hard drive
• Mounts in any 5.25” bay
• Dual fans
• Receives power via 4 pin pass-through connector

NOTEBOOK COOLER PAD
MODEL CODE
CF-400
FEATURES
• Built-in 4 High Performance Fans
• USB Interface for Power Supply
• Power on/off Switch
• Fan Speed Adjust Switch

SPECIFICATIONS
• Fan Speed : 1900~2600rpm
• Air Flow : 40 CFM
• Noise : <24dBA
• Dimension : 325 x 263 x 18 mm
• Weight : 660g

CPU COOLER GREASE
MODEL CODE
CF-500
COLOUR
Silver
FEATURES
• Use to increase thermal conductivity between CPU and heat sink
• Prolongs CPU life
• 1.5 grams in syringe